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Presentation Notes
RM/SCAHi,Welcome to our session! Delegate to shift complexity.Cloud represents a shift in how we think about delivering value by allowing us to focus on value creation. This principle allows to view what needs to be owned and operated differently. The abstraction value multiplies when moving up from IaaS to Platform as a Service to more holistic services —The appropriate abstraction level for you depends on your mission, business objectives and organisational maturity — but still requires a standard way of operation. Limiting choice and relying on delegations helps in shifting the complexity. We invite you to discuss a practical approach — the how — to support your cloud strategy — why mixed with what — through git driven operations with a focus on governance, security and delegation.I’m Stijn Callebaut – CTO of DexMach
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Agenda

Key takeawaysBuilding flexibilityChallenges Operating model Emerging trends

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCAToday we will highlight some challenges we see in cloud adoption, present an approach, highlight some emerging trends before we wrap up with some key takeaways.
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Cloud challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCAAddressing those key challenges really talks about how you are realizing your cloud strategy.But what is a cloud strategy?�!= Creating partner eco-system�!= Datacenter Modernization (L&S)!= App & data modernizations�!= How you will use cloud�= WHY AND WHAT!Cloud operating model�OFFLOAD COMPLEXITYThis session will focus on the HOW to the WHAT and WHY�How do you offload complexity and increase the value of your investments�				                  ^ technolog
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Setting the Scene: Key Challenges 

Should I choose for a full managed system or should I build a partner eco system?

Where are the controls and boundaries in my operating model?

ITIL, Agile, DevOps…what framework should I follow?

How can I measure and drive my cloud benefits?

I used to have an “outsourced” operating model, is this model sustainable for cloud 
innovations?

What does the timeline and roadmap of my cloud journey look like? 

How can my application owners work on innovation together with my partners? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCAWhat are typically the key challenges when onboarding in or already using cloud?
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A strategy builds flexibility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCAAddressing those key challenges really talks about how you are realizing your cloud strategy.But what is a cloud strategy?�!= Creating partner eco-system�!= Datacenter Modernization (L&S)!= App & data modernizations�!= How you will use cloud�= WHY AND WHAT!Cloud operating model�OFFLOAD COMPLEXITYThis session will focus on the HOW to the WHAT and WHY�How do you offload complexity and increase the value of your investments�				                  ^ technolog
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Vendor and Partner ecosystem

Offloading complexity  inevitably 
means building a partner and vendor 
eco-system.

• Does your partner and vendor eco-
system support your cloud strategy?

• Does multi-cloud really matter?

• How does your multi-cloud compare 
to offloading complexity?

Supporting your cloud strategy
O p e ra t ion a l  exc e l le n c e  s u p p ort in g  yo u r  c lo u d  s t ra te g y.

Platform Definition
How do the different cloud resources fit 
together to support your business?

• Do you govern your resources?

• Do you need all cloud resources?

• Do you allow manual interventions?

Security

How will you measure risk & compliancy?

• At which stage do you introduce your 
security stack?

• Do you continuously measure your 
security posture?

• Are you GDPR & Data conscious?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RMSupportabilityDefine your standards. Create a large support base.This will help in onboarding people as with mitigating potential risks.On the other hand, your technology basket process needs to be open-minded.If new technology addresses a need, allow for evaluation and incubation.
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Supportability

How will you support the large quantity 
of technologies and techniques 
available today?

Supporting your cloud strategy
O p e ra t ion a l  exc e l le n c e  s u p p ort in g  yo u r  c lo u d  s t ra te g y.

Deployment definition
What does your software supply chain look 
like?

• How do you orchestrate deployments?

• How do you measure a success?

Operating model

How does your operating model interact 
with your cloud environment and align 
with your modernization strategy?

• What metrics are important to you?

• Do you still ‘touch’ infrastructure?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RM
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Vendor and Partner ecosystem

An application is always tightly coupled 
to a technology, vendor and 
implementor.

Supporting your cloud strategy
O p e ra t ion a l  exc e l le n c e  s u p p ort in g  yo u r  c lo u d  s t ra te g y.

Platform Definition
Best-practices and security as standard on:

• Platform

• Services

• Deployment methodologies

• Application Risks

Security

Increases your investments by:

• Creating company wide operational 
support base

• support the incubation of new tech, 
but address a need. 

• Inventory & Insights

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RMSupportabilityDefine your standards. Create a large support base.This will help in onboarding people as with mitigating potential risks.On the other hand, your technology basket process needs to be open-minded.If new technology addresses a need, allow for evaluation and incubation.
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Supportability

Create a technology basket that you 
can support. Use techniques that you 
can maintain. Define standards, but 
allow the incubation of new 
technology.

Supporting your cloud strategy
O p e ra t ion a l  exc e l le n c e  s u p p ort in g  yo u r  c lo u d  s t ra te g y.

Deployment definition
Standardize then automate…

Automation brings:

• Gating / checks

• Increase in security 

• Supportability

• Portability

• Risk control

• Cost management

• Agility 

Operating model

Consider operations as data.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RM
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Cloud operating model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCAWhat are the operational challenges we face when deploying today on-premises and in cloud?How do we maintain security?How do you know what runs in production?How do you measure a succesful deployment…Next we will present you a git driven model trying to address those questions
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Git driven operations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RMGitops follows the devops logicConfig as codeCode must be versionedConfig must also be in version controlMake Ops changes by pull request (remove the ops bottle neck)App owner does pull request to firewall git repo  PR can be approved or denied by networking team3 pillars:Automed deployment / build through pipelinesObservabilityControlriskCostCompliancyGitops answers the question : How will you verify that it does what it is supposed to doIn Kubernetes a deploy operator can be flux, argoGitOps NO DRIFTEverything is codeInstantiate the entire stack automaticallyFour eyes principles etc.
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Emerging trends

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RM��In our privileged position as architect at .... We have recognized some emerging trends...
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EMERGING TRENDS

1

2

3

4

Git Driven Operations
Auditing, four eyes principle, no user 
in prod, core teams as reviewer, not 
introducing any bottle necks

Cloud Native
CNCF Cloud native landscape:

• Orchestration, Provisioning & 
management

• App definition & development 

• Runtime 

DevOps to DevSecOps
Shifting security left is a crucial factor 
for adopting cloud native strategies.

Support Open Source Software
Willing to contribute or sponsor OSS 

will have direct/indirect benefits to 
your organization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RM
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5 Key takeaways
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SCA
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Our 5 key takeaways

1. See the bigger picture, beyond technology and         
offload complexity

2. Choose your partner and vendors that help you in 
your cloud strategy. Discover why and how DexMach 
and KPMG can support you

3. Limit your technology choice(s) and create a 
support base within your organization

4. Understand and control what you deploy with 
secure policy driven deployments

5. Do not re-invent the wheel and have a look at 
what already exists, accepting possible implications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCASee the bigger picture, beyond technology and offload complexity (and no, choosing a cloud vendor is not a strategy!)Offloading complexity can mean different things and is really on an application basis. Some will be SaaS, other IaaS. Accept the diverse landscape and different maturity models.  Does the chosen technology solve the key essence with minimal complexity?As a company you have final responsibility over what happens. Git driven operations, policy driven governance and a security comes first approach  help understand and control what you deployLimiting your technology choices. Technology needs to support a need. At the same time allow incubation of new technology. Don’t let technology limit you and create an organizational wide support base (training, newcomers, expected delivery times towards business, …)Choose your partners and vendors that help you in your cloud strategy (why/what)Do not re-invent the wheel (have a look at what already exists – well architected frameworks, CAF, …), have a look at OSS, but accept the possible implications? How will you anticipate on a CVE in OSS?Align to contribute or sponsor the community supporting the tech you use
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We see the bigger picture, 
beyond technology.
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